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A User’s Guide to Monitoring Inflation
Introductory Disclaimer: This report seeks to summarize important principals of inflation in a
manner that is digestible to a non-economist. We hope it helps that we are not economists
either. As such, most of the concepts presented here are the work of others, particularly Horace
W. Brock of Strategic Economic Decisions, BCA Research, FHN Financial and TCW.
 Long-term interest rates impact wealth due to their direct influence on the valuation of
all major assets, including stocks, bonds, homes, farms, office buildings, private
businesses, currencies, and commodities.
 The most important driver of long-term interest rates is inflation.
NOTE: We emphasize “long-term” here because short-term interest rates
are determined (mostly) by central banks via monetary policy, whereas
market forces – anchored by inflation – determine longer-term rates.
 Inflation is a big deal because most people consider their wealth to be a big deal,
including those who measure wealth by the purchasing power of their income.
 Isolated price changes in specific items like gasoline, romaine lettuce, airfares, lumber,
and chicken wings happen all the time without leading to inflation.
 Many such price disruptions are happening now, but this does not necessarily mean that
inflation is “back.”
 In contrast to the normal variability of some prices, a more generalized inflation in most
prices can occur for three reasons:
1) Output Gap Inflation
2) Wage-Price Spiral Inflation
3) Monetary Inflation
 Any one of these conditions can lead to a general pick-up in inflation, or they can
operate in combination.
 The likelihood that we may now be entering a period of sustained inflation depends
upon the probabilities for each of these inflationary dynamics.
 We will consider each in turn below.
 The critical question for investors is whether an expected near-term pickup in inflation
will prove to be “transitory,” as Fed Chair Jerome Powell assures us, or more enduring.
 If inflation is to be sustained beyond a transitory period, it will need to overwhelm
prevailing structural forces for deflation, most notably debt, demographics, and
disruptive technologies.
 We are designing our investment portfolios for a range of possible outcomes for
inflation, while remaining flexible to adjust as the facts evolve.
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Inflation Dynamic #1: Output Gap
Output gap inflation – sometimes referred to as “Demand-Pull” – refers to a condition where
aggregate demand exceeds potential supply in an economy. The late-1960s inflation offers an
example of output-gap dynamics. At a time when the U.S. economy was already doing very well,
the onset of large additional expenditures for the Vietnam War pushed aggregate demand
beyond potential supply. The policy prescription for this period is frequently described as “guns
and butter.”
This form of inflation has become increasingly muted in recent decades due to the influence of
globalization, which enabled domestic manufacturers to meet excess demand by outsourcing
supply from other nations, particularly China. Indeed, the past two decades has been
characterized by negative output gaps for many products, whereby supply exceeded demand.
The proliferation of chronic “emergency” monetary policies throughout the world – first in
Japan…then across Europe and the U.S. after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) – is a consequence
of the deflationary impulse of negative output gap dynamics.
In thinking about these concepts, it is helpful to remember that the price of anything is
determined jointly by changes in demand and supply. Demand can expand rapidly without
causing upward pressure on prices if growth in supply keeps pace. Conversely, the clearing price
for an item can drop, even when demand is rising, if supply expands even faster (i.e., the supply
curve shifts farther to the right than the demand curve on the graph below).
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Current State of the Output Gap
COVID took a wrecking ball to output gap dynamics. Demand for any service that requires human
interaction disappeared overnight last spring, and it remains below pre-pandemic levels for many
services. Meanwhile, demand for certain goods accelerated beyond imagination as peoples’
spending priorities shifted to laptops, printers, Pelotons, appliances, disinfectant, paper
products, and food-at-home, to name a few.
Unanticipated demand for certain goods triggered scarcity, backorders, and empty shelves,
simultaneously with grounded airplanes, vacant hotel rooms, and shuttered restaurants. And
this only describes the demand side of the equation.

Source: BCA Research; Bureau of Economic Analysis

On the supply side, factories were idled by lockdown restrictions; transportation routes became
unbalanced; shipping lanes were blocked; and winter storms triggered blackouts. Moreover,
these recent curve balls merely added to prevailing dislocations in the global supply chain from
a flurry of trade disputes and tariff battles during the Trump administration.
Those who argue that near-term inflationary pressures will be transitory – including the Fed –
expect a relatively swift return to balance for both the supply and demand sides of the output
gap once the aftershocks from COVID subside.
Importantly, however, the critical question for inflation is not if the output gap can return to
balance – it can – but when? The implications for inflation may be quite different if the healing
period is measured in months, versus years. The reason is partly due to the second of the three
inflationary forces – the wage-price spiral.
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Inflation Dynamic #2: Wage-Price Spiral
It may seem noteworthy that we have not mentioned commodity prices as a primary risk factor
for inflation. After all, the twin oil price shocks of 1973 and 1979 are frequently (and correctly)
associated with the devastating inflation of the 1970s. However, the impact of rising oil prices
on inflation was indirect during this period. The real culprit was a wage-price spiral.
Labor unions were far more powerful in the early 1970s than they are today. When the first oil
price shock hit workers’ pocketbooks in 1973 people had already suffered a noticeable loss of
purchasing power from the Vietnam-era inflation of the preceding five years (output gap
inflation). By 1973 unions started to use their bargaining power to obtain cost-of-livingadjustments, or “COLAs,” that provided for annual wage increases within the employment
contract to offset the expectation of continued future inflation. Similar demands were mimicked
by non-union workers until a self-reinforcing feedback loop emerged where rising prices beget
higher wages, leading to another round of price hikes, etc.

Current State of the Wage-Price Spiral
The bargaining power of labor unions is not what it used to be, but wages have recently started
popping higher, nonetheless, due to a combination of market forces and policy actions. For many
people COVID has turned the incentive structure for work on its head. Whether for fear of
catching the virus, lack of childcare, or supporting elderly parents, many people seem to have
raised the threshold of compensation that would entice them to re-enter the workforce. This
may be reflected in the record number of unfilled job openings recently reported by the Labor
Department,1 and anecdotal reports of wage increases, signing bonuses, and even cash
payments for showing up to a job interview.
The Size of the Workforce Remains Far Below Trend

Source: BCA Research; U.S. Department of Labor
1

Source: U.S. Department of Labor
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Intertwined with these market forces is an unprecedented stacking of government transfer
payments that can provide many people with more income for not working relative to their prepandemic wages. Most of these transfer programs are expected to be temporary, but the
upward pressure these programs might have on the clearing wage for labor could endure for
much longer.
Note: we encourage readers to maintain their own preferred opinion about the “right”
division of the economic pie between capital and labor…our focus here is limited to the
impact of wages on inflation.
Government Transfer Programs Replaced
Income Lost from COVID Many Times Over

Source: BCA Research

Whereas soaring oil prices influenced inflation in the 1970s through the transmission channel of
negotiated wages, today there is pricing pressure across a broad spectrum of goods and services
due to scattered output gaps throughout the global economy, and surging household income
from multiple waves of fiscal stimulus. We suspect the longer these conditions persist, the more
likely they are to embed themselves into wages.
Economists like to reassure us that a general outbreak of inflation cannot happen without wage
inflation. At a minimum, the contours for a possible acceleration in wages seem visible today for
the first time in more than two decades. The Fed is confident there is nothing to see here. We
suspect the Fed is right, but we remain open to the possibility they are not, both in spirit and in
action as it relates to designing investment portfolios.
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Inflation Dynamic #3: Monetary Policy
Monetary inflation is the most confusing of the three because it requires a general understanding
of how central banks execute their policies. Please bear with us through the technicalities below.
We hope your “reward” will be a better understanding of “money printing” by central banks.
This background is helpful for interpreting the current environment of ultra-aggressive monetary
policies throughout the world.
The central bank policy associated with the term “money printing” is called quantitative easing,
or “QE.” To implement QE in the United States, the Fed purchases existing bonds via the U.S.
banking system. However, the Fed does not pay for these bonds with money. Instead, it credits
the seller with a digital entry called “Reserves.” At the stroke of a keyboard the Fed can add a
billion dollars, or so worth of bonds to its own balance sheet, while the bank on the other side of
the trade adds an asset called “Reserves.”
Bank reserves held at the Fed are not a medium of exchange. You couldn’t buy a candy bar with
them. However, these reserves are included in the calculation of equity capital on a bank’s
balance sheet, which in turn determines the lending capacity of the bank. One billion worth of
reserves can support roughly $9 billion worth of loans to the bank’s customers in our current
fractional reserve banking system.
Total Bank Reserves following the Global Financial Crisis

With this background in mind, consider the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), when
the Fed expanded its balance sheet by nearly $4 trillion through multiple rounds of QE from 2008
to 2014.2 This roughly $4 trillion bonanza in new bank reserves could in theory support over $35
trillion worth of new loans, more than twice the size of the entire U.S. economy at the time! 3 Yet
inflation remained dormant, and the economy never accelerated. Why not?

2
3

Source: St. Louis Fed
Source: World Bank; Average annual GDP was approximately $15.9 trillion between 2009 and 2014
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When Money Printing is Benign
Inflation never picked up in the aftermath of the GFC because most of the reserves that were
added to the banking system never translated into new loans on Main Street. Recall that bank
reserves are just digital figures on a computer screen. Reserves can only become money if they
are used to support loans to businesses and households. However, four conditions must be met
before a loan can be created:4
1)
2)
3)
4)

A bank must be able to lend (i.e., have sufficient capacity on its balance sheet)
The bank must be willing to lend
A customer must be able to borrow
The customer must be willing to borrow

In the aftermath of the GFC the U.S. banking system was stuffed full of troubled mortgage loans.
Bank reserves that were generated during the early rounds of QE merely offset write-offs from
this mountain of troubled loans. On the other side of the lending equation, many businesses and
families were reeling from a recent loss of wealth and confidence during the GFC. Potential
borrowers were in no mood to borrow, even if they had capacity to do so.

Source: Hoisington Asset Management

These conditions resulted in a roughly $4 trillion expansion of the Fed’s balance sheet from three
rounds of QE; a corresponding $4 trillion expansion of reserves within the U.S. banking system;
and almost no change in the trendline growth rate of lending to businesses and households on
Main Street. No acceleration of loans…no multiplication of money available on Main Street…and
no inflation. Incidentally, Japan has been experiencing this same dynamic for more than 30
years.
4

This framework for describing supply and demand for bank loans was originally published by Strategic Economic
Decisions, www.sedinc.com
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Current State of Monetary Inflation
COVID and its aftermath has accelerated an important shift in the dynamics of U.S. monetary
policy. Specifically, growth in the kind of “money” that is now circulating through the domestic
economy has expanded beyond bank reserves to include actual cash deposits in banks and other
financial intermediaries. This changing dynamic is captured by a monetary measure known as
“M2,” which measures the value of all short-term liquid deposits within the financial system, in
addition to currency in circulation and total bank reserves.
M2 is different from M1, or the “Monetary Base,” because M1 only measures currency in
circulation plus bank reserves (liquid short-term deposits are excluded). The GFC triggered an
unprecedented expansion of the monetary base (blue line below). But COVID is driving a surge
in both M1 and M2 (orange line below). The long-term ramifications of this distinction remain
unresolved, in our view.
So Far…Neither the Explosive Growth in the Monetary Base Post-GFC
Nor the Step-Change Jump in M2 Post-COVID has Triggered Inflation

Source: www.sedinc.com

Where is the Money Coming From?
Financial commentators seeking to project a dire forecast for inflation universally refer to the
recent jump in M2 to support their case. The logic is convincing – recent explosive growth in M2
represents more money chasing fewer goods (due to supply chain disruptions and the shrinking
of many COVID-ravaged services). This is a textbook recipe for inflation.
Yet there are several important caveats to consider (which these forecasts tend to ignore). First
is the role of debt. Liquid short-term deposits can jump higher if corporations rush to max-out
their credit lines and then park the proceeds in cash. This is precisely what many companies did
at the outset of COVID, which was a rational response to intense uncertainty at that time.
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In a similar vein, liquid deposits can surge higher if the owners of our nation’s existing stock of
wealth – roughly $130 trillion at the end of 20205 – choose to shift a portion their wealth from
long-duration assets like stocks and bonds, into a “rainy-day-reserve” of cash. It would not
require a very large percentage of $130 trillion to have a noticeable impact on M2.
Unspent income has also piled up in bank accounts because millions of people stopped spending
money on restaurants, concerts, sporting events and vacations, while millions more received
“pennies from heaven” for which they had no immediate need via three rounds of fiscal stimulus.
Recent estimates place the value of excess savings globally at roughly $5.4 trillion, or 6% of global
GDP.6

Wall Street vs. Main Street
Finally, there is a distinction to consider regarding the destination of money printing from QE.
While it is true that bank loans to Main Street never accelerated materially during the “QE Era”
of the past dozen years, the same cannot be said of loans to Wall Street. The primary
transmission channel for this lending was not the U.S. banking system. Rather, it has been so
called “shadow banks” like private equity and hedge funds (think Blackstone, Bridgewater, KKR,
Apollo Management, or Citadel, for example).
“Other Liquid Deposits” Reflects the World of
Non-Bank Institutions like Private Equity and Hedge Funds

Source: www.sedinc.com

5
6

Source: Federal Reserve as of Q4 2020; Wall Street Journal; www.sedinc.com
Source: Moody’s; Excess savings is defined as additional savings compared with the trend line before COVID
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The money from shadow banks was not used to bid up the price of items for sale of Main Street
like hamburgers, and haircuts. Rather, it has been used to bid up the price of assets – primarily
mergers, acquisitions, and large-scale asset purchases.
Importantly, the Fed has extensive regulatory authority over the domestic banking system, but
far less control over the trillions of dollars directed by private equity managers, hedge funds, and
family offices like Archegos Capital Management, which recently triggered more than $8 billion
in losses for prime brokers like Credit Suisse, Nomura, Morgan Stanley, and UBS.7

Structural Forces for Deflation Remain in Place
We suspect the COVID pandemic, and the fiscal and monetary policy response to combat it, has
probably awakened certain inflationary dynamics that have been dormant for more than two
decades. Even so, the inflationary impulse that seems likely in the near-term will need to
overwhelm significant structural forces working against it over the longer-term, specifically debt,
demographics, and disruptive technologies.
More than a century worth of empirical evidence and scholarly research makes clear that high
debt levels undermine economic growth. Unfortunately, massive deficit spending to combat the
Coronavirus made a bad situation worse for debt levels throughout the world. Last year global
nonfinancial debt surged by 37% to reach a record 282% of GDP.8 After a short-term surge in
stimulus from this new debt, the future resources needed to service it will create a drag on
economic vitality for years to come.

Source: Hoisington Asset Management

7
8

Source: Wikipedia
Source: Hoisington Asset Management
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Demographics are also inflicting deflationary pressures on the global economy. In most nations
birth rates are declining, population growth is slowing, and the average age is rising. These
trends are structural, slow-moving, and not set to improve anytime soon.
Finally, there is the ever-present role of disruptive technologies. The old saying that necessity is
the mother of invention applies to the COVID experience, which greatly accelerated the adoption
of numerous innovations. Many of these technologies substitute machines for people,
communication for travel, and work without an office or a daily commute.

Final Thoughts
There is nothing straightforward about the topic of inflation. Even something as basic as the role
of the money supply on the price of goods on Main Street is full of nuance and countervailing
forces.
Considering the myriad intertwining factors that determine inflation, and the limited tools
available to central bankers to influence these factors, we are puzzled by the level of confidence
the Fed expresses about the future path of inflation (“It will be transitory”), and its ability to
control it (“If inflation proves to be more than transitory, we have the tools to deal with it”).
We are not as confident.
Moreover, we believe central bankers have provided ample
justification for our skepticism in the form of their past forecasts for inflation. We leave you with
the charts below from the research team at TCW. The blueish-gray lines represent the official
forecasts for inflation from the central banks of the United States, EU, and Japan over the past
decade. The orange lines represent the actual outcome for inflation. We hope the Fed is right
this time, but we intend to design our investment portfolios with a nod to the possibility they
might be off target.

Source: TCW

Capital Advisors Research Team
May 24, 2021
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DISCLOSURES:
This presentation is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. The information contained
in this presentation has been compiled from third party sources and is believed to be reliable;
however, its accuracy is not guaranteed and should not be relied upon in any way, whatsoever. This
presentation may not be construed as investment advice and does not give investment
recommendations. Any opinion included in this report constitutes the judgment of Capital Advisors,
Inc. as of the date of this report, and are subject to change without notice.
This commentary does not purport to be a statement of all material facts relating to the subject
material. The information has been interpreted from current resources available at the time of
presentation. It is subject to change at any time. Capital Advisors, Inc. does not provide tax or legal
advice and recommends you consult with your tax and/or legal adviser for such guidance.
As with any investment strategy, there is potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss. Capital
Advisors does not guarantee any minimum level of investment performance or the success of any
portfolio or investment strategy. All investments involve risk (the amount of which may vary
significantly) and investment recommendations will not always be profitable. The investment
return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s portfolio may be
worth more or less than its original cost at any given time. The underlying holdings of any
presented portfolio are not federally or FDIC-insured and are not deposits or obligations of, or
guaranteed by, any financial institution.
Additional information, including management fees and expenses, is provided on Capital Advisors’
Form ADV Part 2, available upon request or at the SEC’s Investment Adviser Public Disclosure site,
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/104643.
Presentation is prepared by: Capital Advisors, Inc.
Copyright © 2021, by Capital Advisors, Inc. For further information regarding Capital Advisors,
please visit our website: www.capitaladv.com
20210524-RS
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